
The issue of traffic safety is
always a foremost community
concern for local governments.
Perhaps no myth about signs has
enjoyed a greater level of
acceptance than the myth that
business signs cause traffic acci-
dents.  It really is an interesting
concept:  that a sign marking a
destination, which is large
enough and conspicuous enough
to be easily seen by the person
wishing to go to that destination,
would somehow be dangerous.
The fact is, a readable and con-
spicuous sign actually helps pre-
vent that dangerous last minute
dash across lanes of traffic to
turn into a parking lot, or that
increased frustration of having
to make a U-turn or go around
the block and come back to the

desired business location.  

Business signs are in many
ways part of the primary
wayfinding system of every
community, serving as land-
marks and key visual clues to
help people navigate through a
city.  By forcing business signs
to be small and inconspicuous,
too many cities are inadvertently
endangering the public, rather
than enhancing the public’s
safety.

Sign codes, in order to promote
traffic safety, must be written
with an understanding of how
signs function in the environ-
ment.  They must allow signs to
have adequate readability and
conspicuity in order to avoid

compromising traffic safety.
Furthermore, cities cannot sim-
ply assert a goal of promoting
traffic safety as justification for
a sign code unless they have
established a clear connection
between the regulation and the
goal of traffic safety, and the
code has been drafted to meet
that goal in a direct and mean-
ingful way.  

A sign code which promotes
readability for the motoring
public will simultaneously pro-
mote traffic safety in the
absolute sense, ensuring that
drivers have sufficient time to
read the signage and react safely
and appropriately to it.  In such
a code, the approach will be to
specify minimum, rather than
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It really is an interesting con-
cept:  that a sign marking a
destination, which is large
enough and conspicuous
enough to be easily seen by
the person wishing to go to
that destination, would some-
how be dangerous.  On the
contrary, business signs are
part of the primary wayfinding
system of every community,
serving as landmarks and
key visual clues to help peo-
ple navigate through a city.
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Many cities with strict
limits on business
signs, as a way to
“enhance safety” by
“limiting distractions,”
also raise revenue
through sales of
advertising on public
property.  If signs are
distracting and cause
accidents, these
signs would be dan-
gerous, as they are
located directly within
the driver’s field of
vision.

Society,1 was that sign codes
specifying maximum sizes,
rather than minimum sizes,
could result in sign deficiency,
which was the likely culprit in
traffic accidents related to signs.
Factual research (see The
Science of Signage section of
this book) tends to support the
importance of ensuring signs are
large and bright enough to be
easily read.  

In late 2000, Elizabeth Alicandri,
manager of the Human Factors
Laboratory for the Federal
Highway Administration
(FHWA), wrote, “The current
standard for sign legibility …
presumes visual acuity of 20/25.
This is not only higher than the
visual acuity standard for licens-
ing in most states, which is usu-
ally 20/40, but exceeds the visu-

al capabilities of 40% of drivers
older than 65.”  Alicandri says
the FHWA is recommending that
states increase the size of letters
used in highway signs by two
inches (approximately 25%).
“This is a terrific example of
how changes for older drivers
will benefit everyone,” she says.
“It’s important that any change
we make to the system makes
the system safer and easier to
use for all drivers.  We’re not
just designing ‘roads for older
people.’ We’re designing better
roads for everyone.”2

Distracted Drivers

Advocates for sign limitations
often claim that signs are a dis-
traction, and distracted drivers
can have accidents, therefore,
signs must cause accidents.  But
the fact is, signs facilitate safe
wayfinding and improve traffic
safety.  

Ironically, many of the cities that
have strict limits on business
sign size, height and location,
ostensibly as a way to “enhance
public safety” by limiting “driver
distractions,” also raise revenues
for the city through sales of out-
door advertising on public prop-
erty (i.e. buses, light rail trains,
streetcars, and bus shelters).  If
the argument that signs can
cause traffic accidents had any
validity – which it does not –

The lack of readable
and conspicuous
signage can actual-
ly distract motorists
from their primary
task of driving, as
their attention is
unduly diverted
searching for their
destination.

maximum, size,
height, placement
and illumination
standards.  On the
other hand, a code
that ignores the real-
ity that the majority
of people are driv-
ing to business
establishments, and
strictly limits sign
readability through
maximum limits,
could actually
increase the risk of
accidents by frus-
trated drivers having
difficulty locating
their desired desti-
nation.

Signs contribute to
safety in other ways,
as well.  Some of
the earliest Canadian sign codes
were based on the concept that
illuminated signs make the
streets safer at night.  Sign illu-

mination was required (often
specifically with neon because
neon gas does not vary its colors
in extreme temperature and is

reliable, making a
more recognizable
appearance).  The pur-
pose of these require-
ments was to deter
criminals, as well as to
assist fire fighters and
police officers in
locating particular
sites after dark.  

Safety and
the Older
Driver

The fact is that no rep-
utable study on traffic
safety has ever pegged
sign proliferation as a
problem – on the con-
trary, sign deficiency
is often cited in stud-
ies as contributing
negatively to traffic

safety, particularly in the case of
older drivers.  The clear impli-
cation of a 1987 report,
Transportation in an Aging

A sign code which promotes readability for
the motoring public will simultaneously pro-
mote traffic safety, ensuring drivers have suf-
ficient time to read and react to the signage.

1. Transportation in an Aging Society: Improving Mobility and Safety for Older Persons, Transportation Research Board Special Report
218, Transportation Research Council, Washington D.C. 1988.
2. Sherer, Richard A., “Older Drivers on the Road:  How Can We Insure Their Safety?” Geriatric Times, November/December 2000, Vol.
I, Issue 4.



Communication Excellence, Inc.
in 1996, McCulloch encouraged
the use of signs as a legal
defense mechanism.  He said
that if a city zoned a parcel for a
particular use, and that zone cre-
ated a need for people to find
the use located on the parcel,
then signs were necessary in
order to avoid the creation of a
safety liability.

Driver distraction is a normal
part of the driving process and
is to be expected.  The question
really is whether the driver can
handle the distraction, and all
indications are that drivers can,
even when it comes in the form
of increased or expanded infor-
mation displayed on variable

electronic mes-
sage centers.
Cities seeking to
improve traffic
safety would be
much better off working to catch
people who run red lights, a
traffic safety hazard that kills
800 people a year and injures
200,000 more, according to the
Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety.   

Traffic safety problems today
are often the result of a lack of
information due to small and
inadequate public and private
signage.  The Federal Highway
Administration’s expanding use
of electronic variable message
signs represents a major attempt

to rectify this situ-
ation.  Private sig-
nage, including
electronic message
signs, should be

encouraged in a parallel effort to
improve traffic safety.
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3. Insurance Institute for Highway Safety – Highway Loss Data Institute Q&A: Red Light Cameras as of November 2001, <
http://www.iihs.org/safety_facts/qanda/rlc.htm>, 6/9/03.

this kind of outdoor advertis-
ing would be far more dis-
tracting for drivers than stan-
dard outdoor advertising
because it is often located
directly in the driver’s field of
vision.  

The tall, roomy signs with
large letters that are used by
the federal government on the
primary and interstate high-
way system were designed
based on scrupulous scientific
research specifically to
enhance the safety of the pub-
lic.  These optimally readable
and conspicuous signs are
mandated in the Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control
Devices, which functions as a
national sign code and is
enforced by the U.S. Federal
Highway Administration.  For
the same reasons recognized by
the Federal Government, busi-
ness signs – which are part of a
city’s primary wayfinding sys-
tem – must be easy to read and
easy to see in order to safely
and efficiently guide passing
motorists off the road and to the

business.  Signs that are hard to
see and/or hard to read can
cause a driver to miss an intend-
ed stop or even make a last-
minute dash across traffic to get
to the desired destination.  Thus,
the lack of readable and con-
spicuous signage can actually
distract motorists from their pri-
mary task of driving, as their
attention is unduly diverted to
searching for signage.

According to John McCulloch,
the former head of Civil
Litigation for the Oregon
Department of Justice, Oregon
experienced a significant decline
in tractor/trailer rig accidents on
its highways after it installed
black ice warning signs (which
are unique to Oregon) in areas
prone to this problem.  At a con-
ference sponsored by The
Signage Foundation for

If a city zones a parcel for a
particular use, and that
zone creates a need for
people to find the use locat-
ed on the parcel, then signs
are necessary in order to
avoid the creation of a safe-
ty liability.  When a busi-
ness is required to use low-
level monument signs that
can be hidden by passing
traffic or landscaping, the
sign can become invisible
and unable to perform its
wayfinding function.

Illuminated signs may make the streets safer at night by
deterring criminals and assisting emergency personnel in
locating particular sites after dark.

Due to its proven
superior visibility
and readability, 
private signage,
including electronic
message signs,
should be encour-
aged to improve
traffic safety.


